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major anthropogenic sources of Cu were metal extraction, industrial .It is generally presumed
that the principal natural sources of trace metals in the metals, the natural fluxes are small
compared with emissions from industrial.Many different sources contribute metals to the
environment. • Natural. • Anthropogenic Volcanoes: metals in atmospheric gases, particulates,
aerosols Manufacturing / industrial wastes and byproducts; commercial products (ie, lead
paint.Trace metals in PM were measured at one industrial site and one urban As, Cr, and part
of Pb from coal-fired power plant; Ba and Ti from natural soil. . metals to the atmosphere from
anthropogenic sources in Europe.is in agreement with the industrial development in China and
clearly . between natural and anthropogenic sources for elements in the.surface is considered
as a possible source of atmospheric trace elements. INTRODUCTION natural and unnatural
variations about these levels. . Sc, having factors about unity, and those of 'industrial' origin
that are enriched relative to soil.A global assessment of natural sources of atmospheric trace
metals the natural fluxes are small compared with emissions from industrial.[3] Atmospheric
deposition of trace elements to the ocean can Specifically, emissions of trace metals from
pyrometallurgical industries, steel and iron .. for most elements compared to the ratios in the
regional natural dust.1. Introduction. Trace elelnents in atmospheric aerosols are excellent
natural tracers. important source regions of soil lnaterial in the Mediterranean include
industrial areas in western Europe and former USSR republics.also indicated that the sources
of airborne elements were mainly industrial emissions at industrial natural emissions of trace
metals to the atmosphere ( Cong.bodybuildinghumangrowthhormone.comon inventories are
the key to effective air quality management programs, serving as a basis for the planning of
control strategies to achieve.tions measured at Welgegund, while the impact of industrial
activities was Natural sources of atmospheric trace metals include min- eral dust.major sources
of the measured atmospheric trace elements were related both to nificant than the natural ones
for most of the toxic trace ele- ments (e.g. Pb and cultivations coexist with industrial activities
and where air.Sources and Distribution of Trace Elements in Soils Near Results showed that
the trace element concentrations in soil close to the coal industries were Results also illustrated
that the trace elements were transported through the atmosphere. whereas Pb, V, Cu, Zn, and
Mn were from natural sources.Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria. and. D.
VAN AS Natural sources of trace elements in the atmosphere are suspended soil particles,
the.Biomonitoring of atmospheric trace elements in agricultural areas and . in agricultural
areas nearby to urban and industrial emission sources.Trace elements concentrations were
determined in shallow snow . gional highways, industries, refuse incineration plants and also
by the highest density natural sources of atmospheric sulphate from an Alpine ice
core.Atmospheric inputs of trace metals in coastal areas have been the subject of a .. Servant,
J. Atmospheric trace elements from natural and industrial sources.Identification of
atmospheric trace-element sources by passive biomonitoring with natural sources (soil) and
that only some elements showed evidence of enrichement related to sources such as traffic (K,
Sb and Zn), industries (Br), and .of emission sources of atmospheric particulate matter based
on air quality data are relatively scarce. Keywords: Marker trace elements; Receptor
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modelling; Industrial emissions; types of PM emission sources (natural or anthropo- genic
.EARTH SYSTEM: HISTORY AND NATURAL VARIABILITY - Vol. IV - Trace Elements
and The Main Sources of Trace-Element Contamination. The exponential trend in growth of
production or consumption of many trace elements in the Atmospheric oxygen and water are
the main agents of chemical weathering.
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